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Patents spur technological innovation; often, patented technologies have helped diminish
the impact of some of the world’s most pressing concerns: from population growth, to
world hunger, to global warming. A more contentious side of patents has emerged within
the last several decades as more information is gathered on the sources and origins of
biotechnological patents, evidencing misappropriation of traditional knowledge and
resources, biopiracy. Biopiracy has been studied in detail for the social justice
implications of wrongfully acquiring property of indigenous and traditional groups, but
the literature is nearly void of the ecological implications of different patent regimes.
International treaties and discussions have addressed the need to combat biopiracy and
enable appropriate mechanisms of benefit sharing, but the implementation and success of
laws and regulations guided by the treaties on a national level have been varied and
inadequately quantified. This comment explores the international agreements governing
intellectual property and access to natural resources, and examines how such agreements
have been enacted in three countries: the United States, India, and Brazil. This comment
then draws connections between the laws and policies of each country and their
ecological environment. The goal of this comment is to draw attention to the direct
ecological impact of patent laws in each country and the different national approaches to
combat biopiracy. This comment will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the
variety of approaches and suggest ways to move forward with patent law and alternative
mechanisms that are more conducive to balancing private property rights and
technological innovation with biodiversity conservation and social justice.
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INTRODUCTION
The landmark 1980 case, Diamond v. Chakrabarty, laid the foundation for patentable
subject matter in the United States, determining that while laws of nature and physical
phenomena are not patentable (such as a new mineral discovered in the earth or a new plant
found in the wild), genetically engineered organisms are.1 The dispute arose when a
microbiologist filed a patent application on a genetically engineered bacterium that was capable
of breaking down crude oil, and thus highly promising for the treatment of oil spills.2 The patent
examiner rejected the application for two reasons: 1) because living things are not patentable,
and 2) neither are products of nature.3 The applicant appealed, and the case was eventually
brought before Supreme Court of the United States.4 The Supreme Court granted the patent, but
not before Chief Justice Burger acknowledged the slippery slope that biological patents
presented:
The briefs present a gruesome parade of horrible. Scientists, among them
Nobel laureates, are quoted suggesting that genetic research may pose a serious
threat to the human race, or, at the very least, that the dangers are far too
substantial to permit such research to proceed apace at this time. We are told
that genetic research and related technological developments may spread
pollution and disease, that it may result in a loss of genetic diversity, and that
its practice may tend to depreciate the value of human life. These arguments
are forcefully, even passionately, presented; they remind us that, at times,
human ingenuity seems unable to control fully the forces it creates—that with
Hamlet, it is sometimes better “to bear those ills we have than fly to others that
we know not of.”5

1

Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 310 (1980).
Id. at 305.
3
Id.
4
Id.
5
Id. at 316.
2
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But, the Court reasoned that these concerns were policy considerations outside the scope of
authority for the judiciary.6
More than thirty years later, the uncertainty associated with the potential consequences of
biological patents and genetic engineering is still great, and the line between laws of
nature/physical phenomena and the product of human ingenuity is still controversial.
International agreements governing intellectual property rights have excluded the biotechnology
sector due to a lack of consensus regarding appropriate patentable subject matter. 7 This lack of
consensus presents an untenable situation regarding the limits of biological patents and
enforcement of patent laws creating consequences beyond the currently quantified economic and
social sphere.
By examining the laws of the United States, India, and Brazil, this paper argues that a
largely overlooked concern associated with patents is the impact on the ecological environment.
This paper argues that many current patent laws not only enable, but also encourage isolation and
extraction of organisms integral to precarious and vital ecosystems. The direct ecological
impacts associated with bioprospecting and patenting coupled with the social ramifications that
indirectly influence the natural environment is a serious threat to natural resource conservation.
The countries selected for comparative analysis in this comment were selected for several
key reasons. The first is that each can be placed in a different category of development, usually
typifying very different trade practices, policies, and priorities.8 Furthermore, Brazil and India

6

Id. at 317.
Marcelo Dias Vaerlla & Maria Edelvacy Pinto Marinho, Contesting Monsanto’s Patents on Life: Transnational
Juridical Dialogue and the Influence of the European Court of Justice on Soybean-Exporting Countries, 16 TUL. J.
TECH. & INTELL. PROP. 79, 83 (2013).
8
Human Development Report Summary 2013, UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, 1, 16-19 (Mar. 2013)
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/corporate/HDR/2013GlobalHDR/English/HDR2013%20Summary%
20English.pdf. The United States is ranked number three on the Human Development Indices which is classified as
7
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are two of the three leading economies in the developing world whose share of economic output
is projected to increase exponentially in the next forty years.9 The second reason that these three
countries make good comparisons is their shared colonial history with very different trajectories
post-colonialism. The third reason is because of the way both Brazil and India are viewed by the
United States – as countries that undermine international intellectual property goals.10 Finally,
much of the world’s biodiversity is concentrated in Brazil and India, therefore, the impact of
their laws and policies weigh heavily on conservation efforts worldwide.11
This paper will proceed in three parts. Part I is a background section that will describe the
major international patent laws, standards, and enforcement mechanisms. It will then describe
how these patent laws can theoretically and practically impact the natural environment (in both
positive and negative ways). Part II is divided into three different sections: the United States,
Brazil, and India. Each section will describe the evolution of the countries’ patent laws to orient
the reader and, using case studies, illustrate the implications of each unique patent regime on the
environment. Part III will conclude by synthesizing the strengths and weaknesses of each
national approach, and ultimately arguing that the ecological effect of patent laws and
very high human development; Brazil is ranked at number eighty-five on the indices which is classified as high
human development; and India has a medium level of human development sitting at number 136 on the indices. Id.
The Human Development Index Considers life expectancy, educational attainment, and income. Id.
9
Human Development Report 2013, UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, 1, 13 (Mar. 2013)
http://www.undp.org/content/dam/undp/library/corporate/HDR/2013GlobalHDR/English/HDR2013%20Report%20
English.pdf. In fact, combined with China, Brazil and India are expected to contribute to 40% of the global output
by 2050, a percentage that rivals the long-standing industrial powers of the North- Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. Id.
10
U.S. Trade Representative, 2013 Special 301 Report (May 2013), 1, 38, available at:
http://www.ustr.gov/sites/default/files/05012013%202013%20Special%20301%20Report.pdf [hereinafter 2013
Special 301 Report].
11
Laura Hood, Biodiversity: Facts and Figures, SCIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT NETWORK (Aug. 10, 2010),
http://www.scidev.net/global/biodiversity/feature/biodiversity-facts-and-figures-1.html. It is estimated that seventy
percent of the world’s species are found in just twelve countries, including Brazil and India. Id. Brazil has the more
vascular plant species (56,215 species estimated) than any other country on the planet, and India ranks fifth for
number of vascular plant species by country (18,664 species estimated). Id.
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technological development have not been effectively quantified; while international policy and
jurisprudence have been moving towards a more socially and environmentally balanced
intellectual property regime, true improvements in the system will not be realized until more
scholarship is generated in this field.
I.

BACKGROUND
A. International Framework Governing Biotechnology

Patent law is a matter of national law; it does not protect a patent holder outside of the
country in which the patent was granted.12 In order to harmonize national patent laws and
provide for reciprocal enforcement of national laws, international agreements were implemented.
These agreements set minimum standards for legal protection and enforcement for intellectual
property rights internationally.13 The United States and the European Union were instrumental in
initiating negotiations on international treaties because of their interests as substantial producers
and exporters of patented goods.14
Within the international framework governing patent law are several agreements aimed at
promoting sustainable development and biodiversity protection. This section will detail the major
agreements that impact the development and trade of biotechnology patents (and patents
generally) and the biodiversity agreements that impact patent law as well. It will then briefly
describe the enforcement mechanisms that are in place to affect these regulations.

12

See, Patent Laws Around the World, PATENT LENS, http://www.patentlens.net/daisy/patentlens/ip/around-theworld.html (last visited Apr. 1, 2014). There is no such thing as an “international patent.” Id.
13
See, Graham Dutfield, The US and Europe are ‘Intellectual Property Fundamentalists,” SCIENCE AND
DEVELOPMENT NETWORK, http://www.scidev.net/global/health/opinion/the-us-and-europe-are-intellectual-propertyfunda.html (last visited Mar. 25, 2014).
14
See, e.g., Fact Sheets on the European Union- 2014, EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, 3,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ftu/pdf/en/FTU_6.2.2.pdf (last visited Apr. 14, 2014). (“Together with the US, the
EU has played a central role in developing the international trading system since World War II”).
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1. Governing Agreements
Paris Convention
The 1883 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property was the first diplomatic
conference concerned only with international property rights.15 The Convention established an
international bureau for administrative duties which eventually gave rise to the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).16 The Convention is administered by WIPO and the
agreement reached at the Paris Convention is still in effect for WIPO parties today. 17 As of April
1, 2014, the Convention has 175 members and contains provisions related to inventions, trade
names, trademarks, industrial designs, utility models, indications of source, origin, and unfair
competition.18 The most important feature is the requirement that no country may, under its
patent laws, provide preferential treatment to its citizens over non-nationals.19 The Convention
also sets the right of priority for members.20 Individuals who want international recognition of
their patents can file with a contracting state, and are given twelve months to file with any other
contracting state.21 The patent applications filed within those twelve months will be given the
same priority date as the first application filed, and is not affected by any publications or sales of

15

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, Mar. 20, 1883, 21 U.S.T. 1583, 828 U.N.T.S. 305
[hereinafter Paris Convention]; see also, WIPO Seminar on Intellectual Property for Faculty Members and Students
of Ajman University, WIPO, 1, 5 (Apr. 2004), available at:
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&ved=0CFoQFjAF&url=http%3A%2F%2
Fwww.wipo.int%2Fedocs%2Fmdocs%2Farab%2Fen%2Fwipo_ip_uni_dub_04%2Fwipo_ip_uni_dub_04_1.doc&ei
=2_UxU6fAFIzLsQT3t4HYAw&usg=AFQjCNFYGcZfP0ThaZfExSmneZbB1qkkSQ&sig2=u1HiDb1n3MVOjHR
c2_g8Dw&bvm=bv.63587204,d.cWc&cad=rja.
16
Paris Convention, supra note 15, at art. 15.
17
The Convention was revised six times and amended on Sept. 28, 1979. See, Summary of the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property (1883), WIPO, http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/paris/summary_paris.html
(last visited Apr. 1, 2014).
18
Monique L. Cordray, GATT v. WIPO, 76 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC’Y 121, 122 (1994).
19
Id. at 123, citing to Paris Convention, supra note 15, at art. 2.
20
Paris Convention, supra note 15, at art. 4.
21
Id.
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similar articles in the interim.22 However, the Paris Convention does not require countries to
recognize intellectual property protection at all, and thus, cannot compel international
cooperation with individual intellectual property rights.23
WIPO Convention
The World Intellectual Property Organization was officially established by the
Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO Convention) on
July 14, 1967.24 WIPO replaced the international bureau required by Article 15 of the Paris
Convention.25 It is a specialized agency of the United Nations. The objectives of the WIPO
Convention are twofold: 1) to promote the protection of intellectual property throughout the
world through cooperation among states, and, where appropriate, in collaboration with any other
international organization; and 2) to ensure administrative cooperation among the unions.26
Essentially, WIPO administers various multilateral treaties and provides a forum for dispute
resolution (discussed in the enforcement section, infra). As of April 1, 2014 there are 187
contracting parties to the WIPO Convention.27
Patent Cooperation Treaty
The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an agreement administered by WIPO that enables
individuals to file international patents.28 As of April 1, 2014, 148 countries are parties.29 The

22

Id.
Cordray, supra note 18, at 127.
24
Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization, July 14, 1967, 21 U.S.T. 1749, 828
U.N.T.S. 3 [hereinafter WIPO Convention].
25
Summary of the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO Convention)
(1967), WIPO, http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/convention/summary_wipo_convention.html (last visited Apr. 1,
2014).
26
Id. at art. 3.
27
Contracting Parties: WIPO Convention, WIPO, http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ShowResults.jsp?treaty_id=1
(last visited Apr. 1, 2014).
28
Patent Cooperation Treaty, June 19, 1970, 28 U.S.T. 7645.
23
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PCT establishes a standardized method of obtaining international patent protection and
streamlines the filing process for patent applications worldwide.30 The PCT does not create
patent law but simply makes the protection process easier for patent applicants. Prior to the PCT
the only methods of gaining international patent protection were to file in every country in which
protection was sought, or to file in a Paris Convention country followed by a twelve month
period to file with other Paris Convention Countries.31
Convention on Biological Diversity
The Convention on Biological Diversity (the CBD) is not a convention strictly relating to
intellectual property law, parties to the CBD seek to create a “holistic legal regime” that provides
mechanisms to abate the loss of biodiversity.32 The CBD was the product of the June 1992 Rio
Earth Summit.33 The CBD was a direct response to shared concerns of biodiversity loss and
disproportionate shares of costs and benefits associated with natural resource consumption.34 The

29

Contracting Parties: Patent Cooperation Treaty, WIPO,
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ShowResults.jsp?lang=en&treaty_id=6 (last visited Apr. 1, 2014).
29
Patent Cooperation Treaty, June 19, 1970, 28 U.S.T. 7645.
30
Jay Erstling, Using Patents to Protect Traditional Knowledge, 15 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 295, 311-312 (2009).
31
See Paris Convention, supra note 15, at art. 4.
32
See, Jorge Cabrera Medgaglia, The Relationship Between the Access and Benefit Sharing International Regimen
and Other International Instruments: The World Trade Organization and the International Union for the Protection
of New Varieties of Plants, 10 SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POL’Y 24, 26 (2010). See also, Study on the Inter-Relations
Between Intellectual Property Rights Regimes and the Conservation of Genetic Resources, INST. OF INT’L AND
EUROPEAN ENVTL. POLICY, 1, 8 (Dec. 31, 2002)
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&ved=0CD4QFjAC&url=http%3A%2F%2
Fwww.cbd.int%2Fdoc%2Fmeetings%2Fabs%2Fabswg-02%2Finformation%2Fabswg-02-inf-exten.doc&ei=fJtrU5P9AcmSyATt1oGYBg&usg=AFQjCNGNuDfA5qrihIG62bhtmwIIsYGRA&sig2=RwCCpxForADlJfyoZgKkzA&bvm=bv.66330100,d.aWw&cad=rja.
33
Convention on Biological Diversity, June 5, 1992, 1760 U.N.T.S. 79. See also, History of the Convention,
CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, http://www.cbd.int/history (last visited Mar. 25, 2014).
34
See Zulmarie Urrutia-Vélez, Biopiracy: Is There a Need for a More Extensive Definition of Novelty Within the
Context of US Patent Laws?, 2 U. PUERTO RICO BUS. L.J. 323, 327 (2011).
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CBD is touted as the most important single convention for protecting the variety and variability
of organisms and ecosystems.35 The objectives of the CBD are:
The sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the
benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources, including by
appropriate access to genetic resources and by appropriate transfer of relevant
technologies, taking into account all rights over those resources and to
technologies, and by appropriate funding.36
There are two main ways that the CBD attempts to facilitate conservation: through
emphasizing in situ collection, which implies a need for protected areas, and ex situ banks so as
to not unnecessarily threaten precarious ecosystems.37 The Convention’s ambitious goal of
abating biodiversity loss comes attached to many limitations. Some argue that CBD has
prioritized either access and benefit sharing, or protection of intellectual property rights over
biodiversity conservation, while stakeholder debates fail to consider them as dependent
objectives, and mutually exclusive if one takes priority over the other.38 Without the requisite
balance between the two objectives, the ultimate objective of slowing biodiversity loss is far
from being achieved.39 Furthermore, the CBD is only a commitment from parties; the goals are
(1) to pursue mechanisms for obtaining prior informed consent, mutually agreed terms in
bioprospecting agreements, disclosure of traditional knowledge holders; (2) establish a
certification system for trade in genetic resources; and (3) halt biodiversity loss.40 In recognizing

35

See, Stas Burgiel, Convention on Biological Diversity: a Progress Report, SCIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT NETWORK
(Feb. 1, 2004), http://www.scidev.net/en/agriculture-andenvironment/policy-briefs/convention-on-biological-diversity-a-progress-repo-1.html.
36
Convention on Biological Diversity, supra note 33, art. 1.
37
Phillip Cullet, The Convention on Biological Diversity, INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW RESEARCH
CENTRE (2003), http://www.ielrc.org/content/f0301.htm.
38
Kristin G. Rosendal, Balancing Access and Benefit Sharing and Legal Protection of Innovation From
Bioprospecting: Impacts on Conservation of Biodiversity, 15 J. ENV’T DEV. 428, 429 (2006).
39
Id.
40
Cullet, supra note 37. The text of the CBD makes it clear that countries cannot be compelled to act, for example,
the CBD requires that “[e]ach Contracting Party, shall, as far as possible and as appropriate establish a system of
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that intellectual property rights may impact the goals of the CBD, the convention states that
international and national laws should be supportive of the objectives. 41 In effect, the CBD is
only a set of guidelines; there is no dispute settlement process to the CBD and there is no
enforcement mechanism.42 Therefore, there is no obligation to perform under the treaty and no
recourse for those attempting to enforce the treaty.43
A conference of the parties under the CBD recently implemented a strategic plan with
biodiversity targets for 2020 in an effort to actualize the original goals of the Convention,
particularly in the area of the access and benefit sharing provisions of the CBD. 44 The goals
include addressing the underlying causes of biodiversity loss and enhancing the benefits to all
from biodiversity and ecosystem services.45 The strategic plan includes the supplemental Nagoya
Protocol and specific Aichi Biodiversity targets.46 The Aichi biodiversity targets set specific
goals for reducing direct pressures on biodiversity, 47 safeguarding ecosystems,48 and enhancing
benefits to all from biodiversity and ecosystem services,49 among others. The Nagoya Protocol

protected areas or areas where special measures need to be taken to conserve biological diversity…” (emphasis
added). Convention on Biological Diversity, supra note 33, art. 8.
41
Study on the Inter-Relations Between Intellectual Property Rights Regimes and the Conservation of Genetic
Resources, supra, note 32, at 9, citing to Convention on Biological Diversity, supra note 33, art. 15.
42
Burgiel, supra note 35.
43
See Laura Grebe, Requiring Genetic Source Disclosure in the United States, 44 CREIGHTON L. REV. 367, 384-85
(2011).
44
Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020, CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, http://www.cbd.int/sp/ (last
visited Mar. 25, 2014).
45
Id.
46
Id.
47
One specific goal (Target 5) for reducing direct pressures on biodiversity is to halve the rate of all natural habitat
loss by 2020, and “where feasible,” bring the rate close to zero. Aichi Biodiversity Targets, CONVENTION ON
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, http://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/ (last visited Apr. 1, 2014).
48
A goal for safeguarding ecosystems is Target 12, to prevent the extinction of known threatened species and
improve their conservation status by 2020. Id.
49
Target 14 aims to restore and safeguard ecosystems that provide essential services while taking into account the
needs of women, indigenous and local communities, and the poor and vulnerable. Id.
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was adopted on October 29, 2010 to address the issues of enforcement and set rules on access
and benefit sharing, but its success has been questioned.50
Despite being considered a clear advance towards implementing the foundational objectives
of the CBD, there are several criticisms of the protocol.51 One concern of the Nagoya Protocol is
that implementation depends entirely on national legislation and implementation at the national
level which impacts both the conservation goal and the benefit sharing goal. 52 The amount of
protected areas has increased worldwide since the CBD, but the protected areas are generally in
less biologically-diverse countries or in already degraded areas and thus, fail to offset the
increase in destruction.53

Many protected areas, particularly in the tropics, are faced with

widespread threats enabled by vague and ambiguous definitions of protected area.54 Other
concerns are that the Nagoya Protocol did not address the lack of forums for indigenous people
to adjudicate biopiracy claims and weak penalties for violating the rules.55 Furthermore, access
and benefit sharing schemes have been implemented in a limited number of countries but their
success is tightly correlated to other multilateral agreements and suffers from the same
50

Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from
their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Oct. 29, 2010, UNEP/CBD/COP/DEC/X/1 of 29.
51
Gurdial Singh Nijar, Traditional Knowledge Systems, International Law and National Challenges:
Marginalization or Emancipation, 24 EUR. J. INT’L L. 1205, 1218 (2013).
52
See, Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing, UNION FOR ETHICAL BIOTRADE (2010), available at:
http://ethicalbiotrade.org/dl/benefit-sharing/UEBT-ABS-Nagoya-Protocol.pdf; see also, ELISA MOREGERA,
MATTHIAS BUCK, &ELSA TSIOUMANI, THE 2010 NAGOYA PROTOCOL ON ACCESS AND BENEFIT SHARING IN
PERSPECTIVE (2013).
53
See, S. Chape et al., Measuring the Extent and Effectiveness of Protected Areas as an Indicator for Meeting
Global Biodiversity Targets, 360 PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS ROYAL SOC’Y BIOLOGY 443, 450 (2005)
(indicating that the number and extent of protected areas are only a superficial indication of the “political
commitment” to conserve biodiversity). Frequently, protected areas do not correlated to areas to high conservation
priorities. Id. at 451.
54
Id. at 445, 451-52. There are over 1,000 known ways of defining the term “protected area” around the world. Id. at
445.
55
Tim K. Mackey & Bryan K. Liang, Integrating Biodiversity Management and Indigenous Biopiracy Protection to
Promote Environmental Justice and Global Health, 102 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1091, 1091 (2012). Biopiracy is
discussed in section I.B.2, infra.
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weaknesses.56 The Protocol also contains qualifiers weakening obligations that are similar the
CBD.57 Of the 193 parties to the CBD, only 92 have signed the Nagoya Protocol.58 India has
ratified the Protocol as of October 2009, while Brazil has only signed and the United States has
neither signed nor ratified the Protocol.59 The United States’ lack of support for the protocol and
the CBD generally is attributed to concerns regarding the requirement of technology transfer to
developing countries (believing it would undermine U.S. intellectual property interests).60
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
established internationally-agreed trade rules for intellectual property rights in order to introduce
more predictability to the system, and to provide a framework for systematic dispute resolution.61
The agreement was pursued by the United States and other developed countries through the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade after becoming dissatisfied with WIPO’s inability to

56

See the following sections on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual property and Enforcement, for example.
For example, Nagoya Protocol at Art. 5 states: “Each Party shall take… measures, as appropriate, with the aim of
ensuring that benefits… are shared in a fair and equitable way with the communities concerned…” (emphasis
added).
58
List of Parties, CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY,
http://www.cbd.int/convention/parties/list/default.shtml#tab=2 (last visited Mar. 25, 2014).
59
Id. The legal implication of signing versus ratifying is the formal consent to be bound; however, signatories still
have an obligation to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty. Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, Jan. 27, 1980, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, 336-7. See also, Treaty Description CONVENTION ON
BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, http://www.cbd.int/world/ratification.shtml (last visited Mar. 25, 2014).
60
Cyril Kormos, When it Comes to the Convention on Biological Diversity, the U.S. Stands with… Somalia and
Andorra? Maybe It’s Time We Join the 192 Other Countries, WILD FOUNDATION (Aug. 27, 2009), http://
http://www.wild.org/blog/when-it-comes-to-the-convention-on-biological-diversity-the-us-standswith%E2%80%A6somalia-and-andorra-maybe-it%E2%80%99s-time-we-join-the-192-other-countries/. The
technology transfer requirement requires parties provide or facilitate access to and transfer technologies that are
relevant to conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity or make use of genetic resources. Convention on
Biological Diversity, supra note 33, at art. 16.
61
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15, 1994, 1869 U.N.T.S. 299
[hereinafter TRIPS Agreement]; see also, Understanding the WTO: The Agreements, WORLD TRADE
ORGANIZATION, http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/agrm7_e.htm (last visited Mar. 25, 2014). As
of Mar. 2, 2013, there are 159 of members of the WTO. Id.
57
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enforce intellectual property rights.62 The agreement was negotiated at the 1986-94 Uruguay
Round and obligates members of the World Trade Organization to adopt minimum standards of
intellectual property protection.63

Although the treaty retained the standards of the Paris

Convention, it strengthened them enormously. The relevant patent provisions are: compulsory
terms that require adequate remuneration for the use and efforts to obtain authorization prior to
using the patent, inter alia;

64

a minimum patent term of twenty years;65 disclosure virtually

equivalent to the U.S. enablement requirements (discussed in the benefits section and U.S. law,
infra);66 and exclusion of patentable inventions that may prejudice the environment, harm
animal, human, or plant life or health, or be immoral.67 TRIPS also obligates Members to
provide either patent and/or a unique system of protection to plant varieties.68 Contrary to the
Paris Convention, TRIPS also expressly grants a patentee the right to exclude others from
“making, selling, offering for sale, or importing infringing products or processes.”69
TRIPS does not create new patent law; rather, it set standards for national laws to create
“equal trading partners” in the global marketplace.70 The discussion at the Uruguay Round was
criticized heavily for its lack of developing country representation.71 Some argue that the

62

Cordray, supra note 18, at 121.
Id. at 126.
64
TRIPS Agreement, supra note 61, at art. 31. Compulsory licensing is defined as use of a patent without
authorization, the justifications for which are not specifically defined by TRIPS. Id.
65
Id. at art. 33.
66
Id.at art. 29.1.
67
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agreement narrowed developing countries access to technology, and discouraged diffusion of
new technologies needed for competitive economic growth.72 This result was anticipated by
developing countries who strongly opposed the United States’ efforts to obtain higher standards
through WIPO, forcing the United States to take their ideas to GATT where they had more
influence.73 India, Brazil, and the United States are all parties to TRIPS.
International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants
The International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) was
adopted in 1961.74 The purpose of UPOV is to acknowledge breeders of new varieties of plants
by granting them intellectual property rights. 75 The adoption represents the first point at which
there was recognition of the rights of plant breeders on an international basis. 76 Although not
technically a patent, the breeders term must be at least twenty years 77 and the scope of the
breeders rights with respect to the propagated material of the protected variety includes:
production or reproduction condition for the purpose of propagation, offering for sale, selling or
marketing, exporting, importing, or stocking.78 Plant varieties that are eligible for protection
must be new, distinct, uniform, and stable.79 This Treaty is not self-executing; it requires states to
adopt their own laws to mirror these policies.80
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There are strong criticisms of UPOV. Chief among the concerns is that this new protection
encourages the development of genetically uniform seeds (because UPOV requires uniform
seeds) which limits who can operate on the seed market and what kinds of seeds will be
marketed; the marketed seeds will produce monocultures with their own plethora of ecological
and economic consequences.81 Farmers are also virtually excluded from the process because
most farmers do not have the means or formal “innovation” to submit applications for
protection.82 Additionally, many farmers rely on seeds for exchange with other farmers, but this
is activity is precluded under UPOV.83 As of December 5, 2012, there are seventy-one members
of UPOV, including both the United States and Brazil; India is not a member.84
International Treaty for Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
The International Treaty for Plant and Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
(ITPGRFA) was adopted in 2004 under the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization.85
It has since been ratified by 131 nations and recognizes the inherent tension between plant
patents and world hunger; the main goal of ITPGRFA is to recognize and protect farmer’s rights
and traditional knowledge while promoting food security through conservation.86 The Treaty has
three main aims:
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1) recognizing the enormous contribution of farmers to the diversity of crops that
feed the world;
2) establishing a global system to provide farmers, plant breeders, and scientists
with access to genetic material; and
3) ensuring that recipients share benefits they derive from the use of these genetic
materials with the countries where they have been originated.87
The most innovative feature of the Treaty is that Members are obligated to share access to what
have been identified as the world’s most important crops for food security through public gene
banks.88 The Treaty is also associated with a fund to invest in “high impact” projects for farmers
in developing countries to develop and conserve crop diversity.89 The effectiveness of the Treaty
has not been quantified and there is no clear textual guidance; issues range from how to identify
the strains specific technologies evolved from, to who deserves what amount of compensation for
the innovation (simply defining the mechanisms for benefit sharing), and how to develop
national capacity to implement the Treaty.90 Furthermore, Brazil and India both parties to
ITPGRFA, but the United States is not a party.91
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2. Enforcement
Intellectual property rights are enforced internationally when nations bring proceedings
against other nations for treaty violations of treaty obligations.92 Enforcement mechanisms for
TRIPS parties must ensure that procedures available under national law encourage “effective
action against any act of infringement of intellectual property rights covered by [TRIPS],
including expeditious remedies to prevent infringements and remedies which constitute deterrent
to further infringements.”93 When Member nations may not be in compliance with certain
aspects of TRIPS, they can file complaints with the WTO.94 Both WIPO and the WTO provide
alternative dispute resolution that allow settlements to be made outside of court, but only the
WTO has binding adjudicatory processes.95 Individuals are not able to bring proceedings against
nations for violations of treaty obligations, but may enforce intellectual property rights in
national courts. Depending on the national law, there may be both criminal penalties and civil
remedies for violations of national intellectual property law.
WIPO
The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) is the body governing international
intellectual property.96 It is an agency of the United Nations that enforces intellectual property
rights. WIPO maintains an arbitration and mediation center that enables private parties to settle
technological disputes outside of court.97 WIPO’s physical ability to enforce rights is very weak;
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their dispute settlement mechanisms have been considered by some to be worthless. 98 Referral of
disputes to the International Court of Justice is permitted under certain WIPO conventions, but
no referrals have been made.99 Other impediments to enforcement are varied; many members of
the Paris Convention do not recognize the jurisdiction of WIPO’s court, the process is long and
complex, and countries are reluctant to initiate enforcement actions because it is perceived as an
“unfriendly” action.100 Recent discussions by WIPO members have sought to “gain respect for
intellectual property,” but as of March 6th, 2014, no resolution on the future of enforcement has
been reached.101
WTO
Under the WTO, when one country adopts a trade policy measure or takes action that may
be in violation of WTO agreements (or fails to take action in violation of agreements), countries
can use the WTO dispute settlement mechanism.102 With the TRIPS agreement came a stronger
enforcement mechanism, although its true effectiveness is also questioned.103 The dispute
settlement mechanism is compulsory; all Members consent to the jurisdiction of the WTO and no
other fora may be used for a WTO-related dispute.104 Within the WTO dispute settlement
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process is a sixty-day period of mandatory mediation, followed by a hearing in front of a panel
appointed by the director of the WTO or selected by the parties that is comprised of experts in
the field, and a final report to the parties and WTO members.105 If a case runs through the entire
process, the WTO estimates resolution will take less than one year or fifteen months if
appealed.106 Final decisions are binding and cooperation with the decision is mandatory.107
Failure to abide by a ruling enables the enforcing party to retaliate through suspension of certain
obligations or trade sanctions (with permission from the dispute settlement body).108
While this is certainly more detailed than WIPO provisions, the process still faces heavy
criticism. Challenges faced in actually implementing the enforcement provisions stem from a
lack of historical development, resource and capacity constraints, and non-intellectual
property/trade related issues that attach to these disputes.109 Commentators believe that all the
enforcement provisions really dictate are minimum standards of due process that member states
must provide parties to a dispute and is a foundation on which to build future legislation.110
WIPO-WTO COOPERATION TREATY
On Jan. 1, 1996, WIPO and the WTO signed a cooperation treaty. 111 The organizations have
a “mutually supportive relationship” where all countries that are parties to WIPO but not the
WTO (and vice versa) will make available the same legal-technical assistance in resolving
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disputes.112 The Agreement provides cooperation in three main areas: notification of, access to,
and translation of national laws and regulations; implementation of procedures for the protection
of national emblems; and technical cooperation.113
B. Patents and Ecology
The agreements discussed the previous section clearly show a strong correlation between
international intellectual property rights and the environment. This section will specifically
describe how patent law theoretically and practically can benefit biodiversity conservation and
conclude with a description of the three factors associated with patent law that are driving
ecological degradation.
1. Benefits
Patent law is considered by a variety of scholars to be a panacea to many of the world’s
most pressing ailments: food scarcity, pollution, population growth, etc.114 In their most basic
sense, patents are used to incentivize and reward innovation.115 Patents allow developers
exclusive market control of their invention for a period of time, preventing other developers from
utilizing that specific technology.116 Biotechnology, an industry fueled by patent incentives,117 is
considered “essential” to developing a “sustainable global environment.”118 When applied to the
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biophysical world, the theoretical incentives for patenting technology should be able to solve any
problem inventors set their mind to, the possibilities are limitless.
There are two categories of the ecological benefits of patents. Arguably one of the strongest
correlations between patent law and conservation is the incentive to preserve the wealth of
currently untapped resources.119 The other benefit that patent law provides conservation
initiatives with is through promoting “green” technological innovation.120 Within these two
categories are several theories of how ecologically sustainable development is enhanced through
strong intellectual property regimes.
The first category discussed is the monetary value that preserved swaths of natural
ecosystems retain. In the most basic sense, the benefits that can be reaped from the world’s
medicine cabinet “creates financial incentives for the protection and sustainable use of biological
resources.”121 Not only does the sheer prospect at locating microorganisms with the potential to
be engineered into a patentable product incentivize preservation,122 but many patent laws
(including those of the United States), deny any patent applications when source taxon cannot be
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located for reasons of rareness or extinction.123 The enablement requirement the United States
(and included in the TRIPS agreement) states that:
The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of
the manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and
exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or
with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall
set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of
carrying out the invention.124
U.S. courts have interpreted this section of the statute as requiring some type of depository to
exist for the organism that is the subject of the patent be publicly accessible. 125 For
microorganisms ex situ deposits are common, but having access to large multi-cellular organisms
like plants and animals may require access to in situ deposits where the organisms have not been
removed from their natural location.126 When relying on organisms being available in situ, the
inventor runs the risk of an “extinction bar” to patentability; if an organism is no longer
accessible due to rareness or extinction, the enablement requirements are not satisfied.127 One
author goes as far to suggest that the incentive behind in situ resources could “spur” the creation
of privately funded “patent parks.”128
The second category of patents benefiting the environment is through the technology
developed through the incentivized process. Some scholars believe that the best mechanism for
protecting the environment is incentivizing beneficial technology and restricting harmful
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technology.129 Patents can be used to further environmental goals by protecting specific
environmental technologies including: “(1) industrial processes which minimize resource
consumption and waste production, (2) consumer products which are environmentally benign
throughout their life cycles, (3) recycling equipment and processes, (4) waste management
technologies for solid and hazardous waste, (5) pollution control devices, and (6) products and
methods for cleaning up pollution.”130 For example, in terms of combating invasive and exotic
species, there are numerous patented inventions currently in use. These inventions range from
nondestructive methods for detecting wood boring insects to noxious weed control through
attracting livestock to target areas by food type.131 Patented pollution control technologies have
also been highly successful.132 Genetically engineered Pseudomonas bacterium has been used to
clean large scale oil spills and decontamination of heavy metals, carcinogenic pesticides, and
hydrocarbons in soil and water.133 Other technologies have helped alleviate unintended
overexploitation through by-catch in the fishing industry.134 Finally, while many patents will not
directly decrease the rate of human population growth, some researchers go as far to say that the
technological innovation that patents inspire can offset the negative impact that affluence and
wealth have on biodiversity.135
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2. Pitfalls of Patents
The market exclusivity that makes patents so appealing to many technology developers also
makes technology arguably less accessible and more expensive, the root of many of the issues
associated with patent development.136

The benefits previously mentioned can be negated

through similar pitfalls associated with patents. The beneficial technologies created through
patent incentives are subject to a “tragedy of the anticommons” theory and are entirely dependent
on the market for green technology; the inherent value in the preserved wilderness is subject to
an explosion of the bioprospecting industry; and the bioprospecting industry has spawned a
generation of bio-pirates, those who convert traditional knowledge into patented technologies
without sharing benefits. The world has acknowledged the problems through the previously
discussed treaties and agreements, but the physical impacts have not been quantified which could
be one reason the treaties have been ineffective.
Tragedy of the Anticommons Theory
Biologist Garrett Hardin coined the phrase “tragedy of the commons” in the 1968 as a
response to an article regarding the future of nuclear war.137 Hardin was not responding to the
authors’ theories on national security in a nuclear world, but responding to authors’ conclusion
that there was no technical solution to a problem.138 He was not criticizing the conclusion but
actually contributing to dialogue of problems with no solution, namely, population growth.
Hardin concluded that individual humans acting rationally with access to a common pool of
resources will ultimately use those resources to the detriment of society as a whole.139 An
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example Hardin gives is pollution: the rational man will find that the cost of waste discharged
into a common pool is less than the cost of purifying his waste before release them. 140
Compounded by every rational man believing the costs outweigh the benefits, the commons
becomes a cesspool.141 Hardin ultimately argues that freedom to breed (a commons in
reproduction) will bring ruin to all.142
A corollary to Hardin’s theory is the “tragedy of the anticommons.” This theory postulates
that too many property owners of scarce resources leads to underuse and inhibits socially
desirable outcomes.143 This theory was specifically developed in relation to the biotechnology
industry. When too many inventors own exclusive rights to upstream technologies, too many
downstream innovators are excluded.144 Each patent granted in the field acts like a “tollbooth,”
increasing the cost and slowing down the pace of technological innovation. 145 This anticommons
is often called a “patent thicket” and is an issue for research and development all over the
world.146 Factors contributing to this patent thicket include strengthened patent rights and
broadening of patentable subject matter and the growth of trade in high technology products
(which increases demand and patenting trends).147 There is little empirical evidence on the effect
of thickets on innovative activity, but there are quantified barriers to entry into a particular
technology
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biotechnology).148 What is clear is that highly protected technologies run the risk of slowing the
transfer technological capabilities to developing nations.149
Further, with regard to genetically modified organisms, the patent thicket has becomes
readily apparent. In the 2004 case, Monsanto Canada, Inc. v. Schmeiser, the Supreme Court of
Canada held that farmers whose crops were contaminated by protected seeds could not continue
to propagate or use the progeny resulting from their own seed in any way:
[A] farmer whose field contains seed or plants originating from seed spilled into
them, or blown as seed, in swaths from a neighbour's land or even growing from
germination by pollen carried into his field from elsewhere by insects, birds, or by the
wind, may own the seed or plants on his land even if he did not set about to plant
them. He does not, however, own the right to the use of the patented gene, or of the
seed or plant containing the patented gene or cell.150
When applied to environmental technological innovation there is a potential for these strict
property rights to undermine the benefits associated with patents and exacerbate ecological
degradation. Many countries, like the United States, have a compulsory licensing or eminent
domain-type law that allows government to appropriate any technology that may have a societal
benefit for reasonable compensation that alleviate this fear.151 However, compulsory licensing
may also seriously undercuts the incentive to develop environmentally useful technologies.152
Bioprospecting Explosion
Physical diminution in biodiversity on the planet is clearly a result of many factors. One that
is rarely considered is the race to invent. Patents have led to the bioprospecting explosion where
148
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people have spent millions of dollars extracting and analyzing species for their potential
commercial and social value.153
The term “bioprospecting” refers to a relatively new method of natural resource
exploitation. Natural resource use on federal lands historically has consisted
largely of traditional consumptive uses such as timber harvesting, mining,
hunting, and grazing. Bioprospecting presents a totally new, related (whether the
fundamental nature is different than traditional consumptive or indistinguishable
is a matter of much debate) use that targets microscopic resources—the genetic
and biochemical information found in wild plants, animals, and
microorganisms.154
Although many organisms can be extracted and developed in laboratories, some are often too
complex to be synthesized in laboratories immediately after discovery.155 As a result, many
pharmaceuticals have been developed at the expense of entire plant species. For example, the
alkaloids vinblastine and vincristine are derived from the Madagascar periwinkle, Catharanthus
roseus, which has been successful at treating cancers, Hodgkin’s disease, and diabetes.156 One
ounce of vincristine required extraction of fifteen tons of the periwinkle.157 While the
degradation of Madagascar’s natural resources cannot be strictly attributed to bioprospecting,
there is a strong correlation between the “discovery” of useful properties of the periwinkle and
their precipitous population decline.158 The species is easily cultivated so there is no risk
permanently losing the species altogether (and thus, it was never truly endangered), but it
provides a powerful example of the potential for over-extraction associated with bioprospecting
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pressure.159 This case is also considered to be a paradigmatic of biopiracy, discussed in the
following section.
Biopiracy
Tightly tied to bioprospecting is the act of biopiracy. In a broad sense, biopiracy is simply
the wrongful acquisition of another’s intellectual property.160 However, biopiracy can also be
defined as appropriation of knowledge and/or genetic resources of farming and indigenous
communities by individuals or institutions who seek exclusive monopoly over them.161 The
social and ecological consequences associated with biopiracy have been documented, but
detailed empirical analyses regarding the impacts are sparse.162 Not only do victims of biopiracy
not gain any reward for their contribution to a lucrative technology, but they are then restricted
from using that technology.163 The biggest critique of biopiracy is the lack of benefit sharing and
access to the technologies derived from traditional knowledge. While 97% of patents worldwide
are held by industrialized countries, the technologies of many came from developing countries.164
Further, the biotechnology industry is controlled by what some have termed the tech cartel; the
“big six” (Dow Agrosciences, DuPont, Monsanto, BASF, Bayer, and Syngenta) account for 40%
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of all agricultural biotechnology patents and have an agenda that promotes chemical dependence
and monopolizes patents preventing any alternative innovation in the public and private sector.165
This demonstrates how “poor but gene-rich states are coerced into paying rent on their own
biocultural knowledge and products whenever these form the subject of patents.”166 Simply
showing that developed countries are inventing technologies in less developed countries and
getting exclusive rights to those inventions does not in-and-of-itself demonstrate biopiracy is
occurring, but studies such as Farnsworth (1988) do: Professor Farnsworth found that in a survey
of 119 plant-based medicinal compounds, 74% had the same or related uses as the medicinal
plants from which they were derived.167 This indicates a strong correlation between traditional
medicine and commercial pharmaceuticals that was not previously documented, and hints at the
misappropriation of such knowledge.168
Many bioprospecting agreements have turned in to claims of biopiracy. In 1998, inspired by
the Convention on Biological Diversity, researchers from the University of Georgia embarked on
a five year project entitled “Drug Discovery and Biodiversity Among the Maya of Mexico.”169
The goal of the project was to examine the pharmacological value of plants located in Mayan
regions of Chiapas, Mexico, while simultaneously sharing any profits with the Maya people.170
The project was seen as a chance for Maya healers and communities to be compensated for their
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traditional knowledge and bring economic development to an extremely poor nation.171
Researchers claimed it was a way to preemptively protect the people from biopiracy.172 However,
many indigenous communities immediately opposed the project; a primary consideration was
that they opposed commercial exploitation of life and life processes.173 The project founders
stated that the project’s eventual closure was primarily due to unresolved issues in defining what
constitutes prior informed consent, who decides if it has been obtained, and what constitutes
consensus. 174
The social justice implications for pirating traditional knowledge are staggering and are
strongly tied to ecological destruction. In particular, the same implications for neocolonialism on
traditional people exist with biopiracy; there is an associated dependence of less developed
nations on the research and development of more advanced economies, and the ecological and
economic costs and benefits are disproportionately distributed.175 One result is the drastic
increase in pressure on the environment including incentivizing less “sustainable” behavior and
displacing ecological pressures to other critical or sensitive areas. Oftentimes, as has been
documented with many community based conservation efforts,176 indigenous groups of people
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that are forced to conform to more “westernized” notions of survival/integrate into the national
economies there is a backlash socially, culturally, and even environmentally. 177 There is an
increase cost associated with assimilation that incentivizes more lucrative and less sustainable
ways of living, or eliminates the choice of livelihood strategies altogether (i.e. a transition from
subsistence farming to large scale agriculture and ranching).178 This cost is seen in the price of
food and seeds,179 the costs of medicines, and the cost of adapting infrastructure, all which impair
traditional ways of living.180 This type of poverty-driven deforestation acts synergistically with
other drivers of tropical forest decline.181
Further, the benefit of incentivizing preservation is completely undermined by an increase in
biopiracy-related practices; this is because the resource holders are not the eventual patent
holders. Discussed in the benefits sections supra, an author suggested a strong incentive to create
patent parks suggested that countries may even decide on their own that the opportunity cost of
liquidating natural resources is too high.182 What this idea fails to recognize is that most
biodiverse countries are not obtaining biotech patents and will ultimately receive very little
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compensation for the technologies derived from their country.183 Just as any other type of park
formation has historically demonstrated, ecological pressures will build up on park boundaries,
people would likely be displaced from traditional livelihood strategies, and the more lucrative
methods of survival will replace these traditional strategies.184 There is a major disconnect
between the sociological and the environmental policies.185
Biopiracy is clearly a problem, but the current patent system is not equipped to protect
traditional knowledge (even if traditional people chose to embrace the system).186 Patent
protection applies only to actions involving a single act of discovery, the patent application must
be written and in technical language, the process of applying for patents and enforcing patent
protection expensive, and traditional knowledge is developed over hundreds (or thousands of
years) and is generally held to be a collective achievement, not belonging to a single
individual.187 One aspect of the U.S. patent law in particular makes pirating traditional
knowledge particularly easy and that is the standard of novelty required for patented
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technology.188 Under U.S. law, only documented prior uses are considered to counter a claim of
novelty.189 Traditional knowledge that is documented orally is automatically excluded from
consideration of novelty.190
II.

CASE STUDIES: ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF VARIOUS PATENT REGIMES
A. The United States

1. History and Current Status of U.S. Patent Laws
The British patent system was carried over to the American colonies which granted a period
of exclusive use to inventors that sought protection of their inventions. 191 The British statute
granted patents to “the first true inventor” for a new manufacture. 192 The framers of the
Constitution included a provision granting the authority to implement a patent system, and
shortly thereafter, Congress passed the first patent statute in 1790.193 Not unlike the modern
approach to patent law, the Patent Act of 1790 granted a person who invented or discovered any
useful art, manufacture, engine, machine, or device, or improvement of, a patent for fourteen
years, after fully describing the act in a petition for the patent and passing an examination
proving the utility of the article.194 After several revisions and amendments, this original version
requiring an examination of the utility of the invention and the required components is still
intact.195 The common law evolution of patentable subject matter has progressed significantly
and is highly controversial.
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The language of the statute is vague, broadly defining patentable subject matter as: “any
new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful
improvement thereof.”196 Under this language, plant varieties were excluded from patentable
subject matter until the Plant Protection Act was enacted in 1930.197 The Plant Protection Act
created a method for patenting new, distinguishable plants that were generated by asexual
reproduction.198 The same language authorizing the patenting of any “new and useful” product
was incorporated into the Patent Act of 1952, one year before the revolutionary discovery of
DNA and the science of genetic engineering.199 Because genetic engineering was not considered
in the Patent Act, courts were reluctant to extend protection to genetically modified organisms.200
In 1970 the Plant Variety Protection Act was enacted expanding plant protection to sexually
reproduced plants.201 The ability to patent living organisms was cemented in 1980. The case,
Diamond v. Chakrabarty, transformed the scope of patentable subject matter and explicitly
authorized patent protection for biotechnological innovations.202 Justice Burger stated that “[t]he
relevant distinction [i]s not between living and inanimate things, but between products of nature,
whether living or not, and human-made inventions... [that are] the result of human ingenuity and
research.”203
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Following the decision Chakrabarty, recent case law has cemented the patentability of
organisms- including plants and seeds.204 The only major restriction on patents with regard to
biological material is that genetic material must have “markedly different characteristics” from
any found in nature.205 With such limitless potential for patentable subject matter, some fear the
direction that biologic patents could take. “The [U.S. Patent and Trademark Office] routinely
grants patents for inventions that have unforeseen (and in many instances, suspected or even
known) harmful impacts on public health and the environment, and in fact is required by law to
do so.”206 There are no exclusions for public health and safety. Furthermore, despite being a
party to the TRIPS agreement, the United States has not ratified the ITPGRFA or the Convention
on Biological Diversity.207

In terms of domestic treatment of foreign patents, there is an

unpredictable pattern regarding the willingness of U.S. courts to assert jurisdiction in cases
involving patent infringement on foreign patents in the United States.208
2. Application: U.S. Patent Law and Ecological Degradation
The United States does a proportionately small amount of bioprospecting within their own
boarders; the majority of the ecological implications for the U.S. patent system are abroad.
However, there are two highly controversial, distinct cases of patent laws impacting local
ecology: pharmacological development of Taxol and bioprospecting concessions in Yellowstone
National Park.
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The Pacific Yew Tree
The Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia) is a valuable hardwood that is native to the Pacific
Northwest and northern Rocky Mountains ranging from southeastern Alaska through eastern
Oregon.209 The tree is an important food source for many species, and is considered critical
moose winter habitat.210 The development of Taxol is seen by the National Cancer Institute as a
true “success story;” it is “the most well-known natural-source cancer drug in the United
States.”211 Indigenous groups of North America had used the bark, foliage, and fruits of the tree
for many ailments ranging from stomach ache, lung issues, and treating wounds.212 In 1962
researchers from the U.S. Department of Agriculture began collecting bark from the Pacific yew
tree in an effort to find natural products that may cure cancer.213 Researchers found that the inner
bark is concentrated with paclitaxel, an anti-cancer compound.214 In 1991, after confirming the
miraculous anti-cancer properties, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced that they
would allow drug manufacturer Bristol-Myers Squibb to harvest 750,000 pounds of bark- the
equivalent of 38,000 trees.215
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Just two months after Bristol-Myers Squibb was given access to Pacific yew bark, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service addressed a petition to list the Pacific yew as threatened. 216 The agency
concluded that regulatory protection was not justified because there was “insufficient scientific
information,” despite the potential for a “severe” underestimation of the species’ distribution.217
By 2011, this severe decline was recognized when the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature listed the species as endangered.218
No product patent was ever granted on Taxol because the generic, Paclitaxel, was developed
in the public domain by the National Cancer institute.219 However, Bristol-Myers Squibb
commercialized Taxol, registered it as a trademark, and in 1992 the drug was approved for
marketing by the Food and Drug Administration.220 Bristol was also granted a use patent221 on
Taxol which extended their exclusive rights to use the drug and spawned years of controversy,
litigation, and federal investigations.222
The interesting twist with the development of Taxol is that despite the potential correlation
between harvesting the plant and its population decline, the value of the plant as an anti-cancer
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drug was used as leverage by environmentalists in their petition to list the tree as threatened.223 If
the tree had declined to such a level to warrant an Endangered Species listing, then any
collection of the species would have been heavily restricted, even for critical research
endeavors.224 So while a faction of environmentalists and ecologists saw the discovery of Taxol
as just another pressure on the Pacific Northwest’s old growth forests, others capitalized on the
value to push for more stringent logging protections.225
Yellowstone National Park
Another example of bioprospecting’s ecological impacts is seen through the
‘commodification’ of Yellowstone National Park. Yellowstone is an iconic symbol known
throughout the world for providing “unparalleled opportunities for conservation, study, and
enjoyment of large-scale wildland ecosystem processes.”226 On the heels of Yellowstone’s 125th
anniversary, the Park, the National Park Service, and Diversa Corporation reached a
bioprospecting agreement granting Diversa access to the park’s unique microbial habitats.227
This agreement was the first time an American national park would be compensated for scientific
discoveries within the park borders.228 Diversa paid a hefty price for the agreement and although
the information was never publicly disclosed, the price tag included research support to park
staff, $20,000 annual payments, access to libraries of genetic data for Park scientists’ own
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research, and most importantly, royalties on any product derived in the park. 229 While the
agreement came along with a plethora of environmental protections, the specifics measures to
limit any significant impacts on the environment and other park uses were never specified or
publically disclosed.230
The National Park Service’s decision to explicitly authorize and encourage
bioprospecting in America’s sweetheart of national parks was met with heated resistance.231
Environmental plaintiffs filed an action to enjoin activities under the research agreement alleging
that the agreement required an administrative rule-making procedure due to a change in policy
under the Administrative Procedure Act and required an environmental impact assessment under
the National Environmental Policy Act, inter alia. 232 Plaintiffs succeeded on their NEPA claims;
the District Court for the District of Columbia eventually required the National Park Service to
conduct an environmental assessment under the National Environmental Policy Act. 233 However,
after the Park Service provided a reasonable basis for how the agreement was consistent with the
National Park Organic Act and their own park regulations, they were allowed to go forward with
the agreement.234 The court reasoned that because patents cannot be granted on any substance
occurring in nature under Diamond v. Chakrabarty, Diversa was not patenting or making
“commercial use” of Park resources (something expressly prohibited under park regulations); the
commercial use was on later developed products.235 The burden on the plaintiffs in this case was
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extremely high because the park’s interpretation of their own regulation will always prevail
unless it is plainly erroneous.236
Riding on their successful execution of the first bioprospecting agreement in American
national parks, the Park Service officially released a formal plan to allow commercial
bioprospecting in 2006.237 Not until December of 2013 (more than fifteen years after the
decision to incorporate bioprospecting into park activities) did the Park Service finally release a
document to actually define the policies and procedures of this “benefit sharing plan.” 238 The
benefits sharing plan confers the status of “laboratory” to national parks as defined by the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA).239 Critics of the plan argued that
commodifying national park assets undermined the purpose of parks and would open the door to
more invasive commercial endeavors.240

Commenters believed that this terminology was

inconsistent with the purpose of national parks: “to conserve the scenery and the natural and
historic objects and the wild life therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such
manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations.”241 Opening up parks to exploitation, even if sustainable, sullies the symbol of the
nation’s “sincere intention to seek a dignified accommodation with nature.”242
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Others that commented remain optimistic about the benefits sharing plan. Montana State
University stated in their comment that the proposed guidelines were “fair, understandable, and
appropriate.”243 Their comment on the project went even further to propose that developing
countries could use just such a benefits sharing system to capitalize on scientific interest in their
natural resources, a potential benefit of patents discussed in Section I(b), supra.244
Ultimately, granting of patents has had very little impact on the ecology of the United States
when compared to other countries abroad, and this is likely a result the nature of bioprospecting;
the United States acquired resource colonies to exploit their natural resources.
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the United States has also made the biotechnology sector powerful. For example, Monsanto, a
U.S. corporation, has 27% of the world’s market share in seeds, agrochemicals and
biotechnology; in 2009 Monsanto was generating revenue of US$7,297,000,000.246 The
combined total of the world’s top ten seed companies originating in the United States accounts
for 50% of the world’s market share and almost US$9,032,000,000 per annum in sales.247 The
impact of this “chokehold” on the global agricultural research agenda is discussed in the
following section, but expands far beyond the ecological lens this paper takes.248
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B. India
1. History and Current Status of Indian Patent Laws
The evolution of India’s patent laws has come from what authors consider a “mosaic” of
pressures; the confluence of post-colonialism backlash to foreign influences, a fully developed
pharmaceutical industry, and widespread poverty and disease among a huge population has taken
India on a very circuitous route to developing the patent standards that exist today.249
The roots of India’s patent system are intertwined with the United States’ as they both stem
from British law.250 The British Empire first set foot on Indian soil in 1608, and immediately
took full control of exploiting the country’s resources through the East India Company.251 While
technically only a [monopolistic] trading body, the East India Company (the Company) was
considered an agent of British Imperialism.252 The Company had the power to sue, levy and
collect taxes, purchase land, and was comprised primarily of soldiers.253 In 1784, the British
Government assumed complete control of the Company, and with that, control of India. 254 The
relevance of this section of Indian history is the policies imposed by the Company were entirely
concerned with advancing British interests while the welfare of the Indian population was
neglected.255
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The Company first introduced patent laws to India in 1856.256 The purpose of the laws was
simply to “provide exclusive privileges to inventors”.257 By 1888, after numerous revisions, the
Patents and Design Act of 1911 was implemented which stood as law through Indian
independence in 1947.258 Between 1900 and 1947 India suffered from social unrest; intensified
by hostility between the Hindu and Muslim religious groups and Britain’s decline as a world
power during the World Wars, several protests were enough to convince Britain to relinquish
control over the region.259 In 1947, India and Pakistan became two independent democratic
nations, followed by an overhaul of Indian laws and policies.260
The British legacy in India is controversial when quantified financially: on one hand the
British invested large amounts of money into public infrastructure, industry and the education
system which enabled India to integrate into the world economy; however, the returns from
capital investment in India were never reinvested to develop the Indian economy and the
agricultural practices left India prone to famine (among other things) and extremely poor.261
Patent law in particular heavily favored foreign investors and technology.262 As such, India
began crafting new laws that were more favorable to domestic interests immediately after
gaining independence.263 The goal of the first post-independence patent laws were considered
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radical and emphasized increasing access to technical education and creating more Indian
research institutions.264
Despite the immediate acknowledgment of the deficiencies in the pre-independence patent
laws, new laws were not passed until 1970.265 The Patents Act of 1970 officially repealed the
British Patents and Design Act in favor of laws that better aligned with Indian interests.266 The
Patents Act of 1970 explicitly excluded from patentable subject matter “substances intended for
use, or capable of being used as food or medicine or drug, or… relating to substances prepared or
produced by chemical processes.”

267

This specific amendment propelled generic drug

manufacturing in India, which in turn enabled access to low-cost drugs throughout the
country.268
India’s success in achieving national priorities through restructuring patent laws did not last.
India became a member of the World Trade Organization in 1995.269 After joining the World
Trade Organization, India was given ten years to amend their laws in a manner consistent with
TRIPS regulations; most notably India was required to lift the restriction on pharmaceutical
patents. The patent laws in India (just as other areas of law in India) mirror the phases created by
British occupation- evolving from strictly extraction oriented, to oppressive, and then, reflecting
independence, becoming nationalistic and protectionist, and then compromising to better
integrate into the global marketplace.
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The effects of TRIPS on Indian patent law are enormous and the subject of many journal
articles, primarily for the impacts on the bourgeoning pharmaceutical industry in India and the
subsequent impacts on national public health.270 Because of TRIPS, India’s current patent system
is very similar to all other World Trade Organization Members. For example, WTO members
must provide patent protection for any invention, and the patent must last at least twenty years
for the date the application was filed.271 India is slightly distinguishable from other countries like
the United States in that their patent system’s novelty requirement is much more stringent,
allowing patents on known substances in forms that do not result in enhanced efficacy to be
denied, inter alia272
Despite the assimilation with global patent standards, India is still able to promote other
national goals despite the restrictions required by TRIPS. India implemented the National
Biodiversity Act in 2002.273 The act has one highly protective provision in it: the first prohibits
non-resident Indians, foreign nationals and companies from obtaining “any biological resource
occurring in India or knowledge associated thereto for research or for commercial utilization or
for bio survey or bio utilization” without the permission of the National Authority. 274 The
National Biodiversity Act also involves provisions designed to conserve important, biologically
diverse areas, and “secure sharing of benefits with local people as conservers of biological
resources and holders of knowledge and information relating to the use of biological
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resources.”275 More specifically, benefit sharing requires mutually agreeable terms and may
include: monetary payment, technology transfer, or joint ownership of the intellectual property
rights.276 State biodiversity authorities consult a local management committee on proper
procedure.277 The issues of what type of knowledge is protected, what level of benefit sharing
satisfies the National Biodiversity Act, and who receives the benefits is still not entirely clear,
but is decided by State Biodiversity Boards on a case-by-case basis.278 State biodiversity boards
also advise state governments on matters relating to conservation and benefit sharing that result
from utilization of biological resources and consist of appointed experts, appointed members
representing concerned government departments, and a government appointed chairperson.279
India has also developed a Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) to document
traditional knowledge based on the Indian Systems of medicine: Yoga, Ayurveda, Unani, and
Siddha.280 As of 2006, India entered into an access agreement with the European Patent Office
to provide access to their documented prior art.281 Two patents have since been cancelled, many
applications amended or withdrawn based on TKDL evidence, and over 231 instances of patent
examiners referring to the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library in their reports.282
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India is currently on the U.S. Trade Representative Priority Watch List for their weak
intellectual property right legal framework and enforcement system.283 The Special 301 Report is
an annual report that reviews protection, enforcement, and market access associated with global
intellectual property rights, and ultimately identifies the priority countries that are deemed to
have inadequate intellectual property laws.284 Many of the United States’ concerns appear to
stem from India’s additional attempts to further national priorities under the constricted system
required by the TRIPS framework. India’s attempts to foster their domestic pharmaceutical
industry has made it difficult for innovators to secure and enforce patents in India;
pharmaceuticals in India require “enhanced efficacy” to be considered novel, which the United
States believe precludes too many reasonable patents.285 India has also recently set precedent
restricting patent rights of inventors based on whether or not they will be manufactured in
India.286 The report suggests that India is deliberately undermining the innovation climate to
foster domestic policy objectives through their unpredictable and unstable patent system.287 A
similar ranking system, the Global Intellectual Property Center of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce mapped the IP environment for twenty-five countries and found India to have the
weakest IP environment due to “use of compulsory license, patent revocations, and weak
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legislative and enforcement mechanisms.”288 The report claimed Indian policy “continued to
breach international standards of the protection of innovation and patent rights.”289
2. Application: Indian Patent Law and Ecological Degradation
Knowledge of biopiracy and the impact of unequal benefit sharing garnered substantial
attention in India after ratified the Convention on Biological Diversity. Several early attempts to
share benefits with traditional groups were studied to determine a potential appropriate
framework for benefit sharing.290 The Kani tribe of Kerala, India was one such group. This is a
unique case study involving a local research institute and a local pharmaceutical manufacturer,
Arya Vaidya Pharmacy, Ltd., that made a sincere attempt at distributing benefits to the
traditional community.
The Kani tribal people live in the forests of Thiruvananthapuram district of Kerala, India.291
Livelihood of the tribe is dependent on gathering forest products and subsistence is maintained
through individual gardens.292 The community is extremely impoverished and the social structure
is highly stratified.293 The drug that was subject to this case study is known as Jeevani. 294 It is
derived from Arogyapaacha trichopus zeylanicus and had been used by the Kani tribe for
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numerous ailments, including its immune boosting, anti-peptic ulcer, and anti-fatigue effects.295
The plant was first noted by researchers in 1987 after Kani guides offered berries of the plant to
fatigued researchers.296 Although reluctant to disclose the identity of the plant, Kani eventually
led the research team to the source of the berries.297 After twelve years of clinical trials the
researchers filed a process patent application in India for the manufacture of an herbal sports
medicine containing arogyapaacha.298
In an attempt to remain faithful to the CBD, a trust was established in November 1997 for
the Kerala Kani people.299 The president and vice president of the Trust were the original Kani
guides who initially disclosed the plant to researchers.300 Goals of the trust were to improve the
welfare and development of this tribe, prepare a biodiversity register to document the knowledge
base of the Kanis, and promote sustainable use and conservation of biological resources.301
While this sounds like a progressive move towards protecting traditional knowledge and
increase benefit sharing, the attempt failed. The Kanis had no presence in the negotiation process
either in terms of who the drug was sold to or how their benefits were to be realized. 302 The
terms of their trust authorized spending for the entire Kani community, but also allowed
spending for individual benefit.303 There was also an initial concern of exacerbating internal
social problems such as alcohol abuse within the community.304 There is little information
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concerning how the spending program has actually worked in practice. Given the propensity for
communities with an influx of income to fall under elite capture of income and other social
problems that may follow and the already stratified structure of the community, this mechanism
was inappropriate for the Kani.305 Some authors argue was the most depressing aspect of this
case were a result of the “horrors” of no coordination.306 There was “bitter feuding” between
different agencies of the state and national government that divided tribe members between
factions supporting commercialization of the drug and those that did not.307 Many social
institutions within the community collapsed because the role of traditional healers (Plathis) was
compromised; Plathis previously played a key role in rights to use and transfer of traditional
medicines and the traditional system of social security.308 Finally, the natural resources in the
area were severely depleted after the raw materials for manufacturing were collected illegally in
huge quantities.309 Today, “all that remains of the attempt to share the benefits… are a defunct
Trust… and the ruins of an unfinished computer training centre.”310
Basmati Rice, Turmeric, and the Neem Tree
There are many other instances of biotechnology patents that evolved from traditional
Indian knowledge. In 1997 the United States granted a patent for Ricetec of Texas, becoming a
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“touchstone for anti-globalization protest in the 1990’s.”311 The patent claimed that their rice line
had “characteristics similar or superior to those of good quality basmati rice.” 312 Both India and
the Pakistani government challenged the claims, arguing that their own documented varieties
already had many of the same characteristics claimed by Ricetec. 313 Ricetec subsequently
narrowed the patent which satisfied the Indian government.314 This did not, however, satisfy the
traditional farmers in India. The remaining patents covered strains bred from traditional Indian
varieties and as such, the remaining patents satisfied the government’s interest in maintaining the
quantity of rice exported from India but did not help farmers protect certain traditional type.315
Similar stories exist from the 1990’s where critics say India was becoming complacent with
their weak intellectual property laws. India was able to successfully challenge a 1995
Turmeric316 patent granted to the University of Mississippi Medical Center after proving the
medicinal use of turmeric for thousands of years.317 The case of turmeric was the first time a U.S.
patent was revoked after it was challenge by developing country based on documented
traditional knowledge.318 Then in 2000, European patents on a neem-based anti-fungal granted to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture were revoked after evidence of farmer use proved a lack of
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novelty.319 In fact, the use of the neem tree has been used in India and throughout the world for
over 2,000 years.320 Despite revoking European patents on the anti-fungal, the U.S. patents on
neem tree products have remained valid.321 Although these cases represent success in rectifying
some consequences of biopiracy, they also represent only a small sample of the plethora of
patents that rely on traditional knowledge and are criticized as examples of India’s complacency
in protecting knowledge before they have to challenge issued patents.322
The Eggplant
The National Biodiversity Authority of India has only initiated legal proceedings once- the
investigation of biotech giant Monsanto.323 The eggplant has been dubbed the unlikely
protagonist in a raging debate over genetically modified foods in India.324 India considered
introducing the genetically modified eggplant after acknowledging the impacts climate change
could have on agriculture.325 The idea came after genetically modified cotton crops were
introduced in October 2009, pushing India into a new level of production ranking only second
after China in the world.326 The cotton plant was modified to produce a bacterium that is toxic to
insects.327 Despite such success with genetically modified cotton, the backlash was enough for
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former minister of the environment to impose an indefinite moratorium on the cultivation of the
eggplant.328 The largest opposition to cultivating the genetically modified eggplant came from a
lack of public trust regarding the biosafety- interest groups commented that the biosafety testing
done was inadequate and scientifically unsound.329 Many feared that the cultivation would cause
extinction of native crops and that the physical yields of the new crop were hypothetical and
tentative.330 Public sentiment towards the technology is more than skeptical: “Monsanto’s seed
monopolies, the destruction of alternatives, the collection of super profits in the form of
royalties, and the increasing vulnerability of monocultures has created a context for debt… and
agrarian distress which is driving the farmers’ suicide epidemic in India.”331
While the lack of scientific information regarding the health and safety of the new eggplant
variety was enough to delay the commercial introduction of the species in India, environmental
groups brought suit against Monsanto for biopiracy in India. The complaint was filed by
environmental group ESG on November 24th, 2012.332 The complaint alleges that Monsanto
criminally accessed at least ten varieties of eggplant without any prior informed consent from the
National Biodiversity Authority and applicable state and local biodiversity boards and
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committees.333 The decision was stayed on January 3rd, 2013 but officially reinstated in October
11, 2013.334
ESG also filed a public interest suit against the National Biodiversity Board, among others,
for failures resulting in an irreversible contamination of native varieties and a loss of native
species and “lacksidaisical” responses to citizen initiatives to protect biodiversity or no action
altogether.335 In their complaint, ESG alleges that respondents “abysmally” failed in their duties
with regard to biodiversity protection and have blindly ignored egregious biopiracy of the
eggplant by international corporations and public institutions.336 The outcome of these cases will
determine the future of genetically modified organisms and biopiracy prosecution in India, but
until cases under the Act are decided, the success of the National Biodiversity Act and India’s
initiatives to protect traditional knowledge are difficult to evaluate.
Overall, India has several key issues associated with their current patent regime that must be
overcome in order to better promote biodiversity through innovation and social justice. India has
an innovative legal framework to protect traditional knowledge and important biological
resources in their National Biodiversity Act. However, only one case has been brought under the
Act which is an indication that the law is ineffective at changing biopiracy practices that
concerned the country when the law was initially put in place or the law is not capturing the bad
actors. This is likely the result of confusion on a local level of who owns resources and
knowledge, who can contract under the Act, and where the patent applicants actually obtained
333
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their resources and knowledge from at the application stage. Additionally, India’s patent laws are
considered by influential countries to be incompatible with global standards. The most
appropriate mechanism to protect or prevent biopiracy in India implemented thus far appears to
be the TKDL. It is a preemptive, protective mechanism that does not require amending or
creating law. However, it requires disclosure of traditional knowledge, but will not impact
unauthorized research or extraction like the National Biodiversity Act seeks to curtail.
C. Brazil
1. History and Current Status of Brazilian Patent Laws
Brazil joined the international intellectual property system early on through their Portuguese
colonizers.337 Like the United States and India, the system closely mirrored the British Statute of
Monopolies.338 In 1809, Brazil became the fourth country in the world to grant exclusive rights
to inventors for their work.339 After gaining independence, Brazil continued to pursue intellectual
property rights and became one of the founding members of the Paris Convention in 1883.340 All
laws passed in Brazil regarding intellectual property were aimed at developing Brazil, a legacy
of the Portuguese priorities in resource extraction and development.341 In the 1900’s Brazil
banned most manufactured imports.342 In 1978 Brazil joined the Patent Cooperation Treaty.343
Eventually, the ban on manufactured imports and the nationalist priorities curbed the
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development of Brazil’s technology sector, and Brazil eventually joined the WTO and the
associated international intellectual property standards.344
Like the United States, the Constitution provides a basis for enacting patent law in Brazil.345
However, Brazil’s Constitution makes it clear that patents are not “rights” but “privileges” and
must not interfere with the country’s economic development or social interest.346 So, while
Brazil is a member of the WTO and their patent laws closely mirror other member countries,’
they have a much more flexible compulsory licensing scheme and set strict limits on patenting
living organisms.347 There is currently an inherent conflict in Brazilian patent law as written,
crating some ambiguity regarding the patenting of life.348 Living things are technically not
considered patentable, but chemical products that fulfill other patent criteria are patentable,
suggesting that genes may be entitled to chemical product patents. 349 Another unique aspect of
Brazilian patent law is the Brazil “local working” component that requires all goods receiving
patent protection to be manufactured in some part within Brazil.350 Regardless of Brazil’s goals
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to further social and economic interests, current approach to patents under the Industrial Property
Law has left them ranking 54th in the world for resident patent applications, significantly below
the “economic relevance” of the country.351 In other words, the patents being granted in Brazil
are going to other countries (50.6% going jointly to the United States, Japan, and Germany).352
Brazil is currently working on passing a bill that would better align Brazilian laws with the
country’s social interests in domestic technological and economic development.353 Among these
provisions, representatives of the lower House of Congress seek to reduce the scope of
patentable subject matter and expand the availability of compulsory licensing. 354 Brazil has also
implemented an open research model in an effort to keep the benefits of their rich biodiversity
within their own country.355 The model coordinates the efforts of many small laboratories into a
data repository on the internet.356 The research is funded publicly and is focused on forming
collaborative partnerships between indigenous groups and other representatives of civil society,
researchers, and government officials, aiming not only to develop technologies but human capital
as well.357 All products publicly funded are immediately returned to the public which counters
the anticommons issue discussed in Part I, supra.358
Brazil is also on the Special 301 Watch List.359 The primary reason for including Brazil on
the Watch List is their weak enforcement mechanisms.360 Although copyright issues seem to be
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the primary concern, unfair commercial use for pharmaceuticals and an unpredictable and
opaque patent examination process is also a big concern.361 The Special 301 committee from the
Biotechnology Industry Organization (the Organization) recently wrote an opinion to the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative recommending that Brazil be upgraded to the Priority Watch
List for 2014.362 Reasons for the Organization’s concern about Brazilian patent laws are
numerous. The Organization is concerned about the Brazilian Patent Office’s (INPI) ability to
process the number of pharmaceutical applications and cites a backlog of over 20,000
applications.363 Other administrative issues (like prohibition on amending patent claims) lead the
Organization to suggest the Brazil harmonize their laws with the U.S. or other countries.364
In response to the CBD and issues of biopiracy, Brazil established a Genetic Heritage
Management council.365 Because of the difficulties associated with protecting traditional
knowledge, Brazil has made traditional knowledge a part of Brazilian cultural heritage and it is
held by the whole community.366 The community has a right to be acknowledged for their
contribution to further development of the technology, prevent non-authorized use of the
technology, and receive benefits from the economic use by third parties of traditional
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knowledge.367 Under the benefit sharing regime, access to natural resources for bioprospecting
on federal land requires a permit established by a “Contract for Use” between users, and the
landowner or community representative.368 Patent applicants must also disclose the origin and
associated knowledge “as appropriate.”369 Benefits can include sharing profits or payment of
royalties, technology transfer, and training of people from the region from where the resources
have been taken.370 The council has the authority to cancel patents, seize products derived from
wrongfully acquired samples, prohibition on future government contracts, and/or partial or total
closure of a business, activity, or undertaking, inter alia.371 However, biopiracy is not a crime in
Brazil and any fines from evading benefit-sharing can be written off after companies agree to
better regulate their benefit sharing policies.372
2. Implications
The number of natural products extracted from the Amazon and the Brazilian Amazon in
general are endless, and there are likely many cases of biopiracy that go undocumented.373 One
of the most notorious cases was a suit brought by the Coordinating Body of Indigenous
Organizations of the Amazon Basin and the Coalition for Amazonia Peoples and Their
Environment for a 1986 patent issued by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on a variety of
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Ayahuasca found in an undisclosed location in the Amazon basin.374 In their request for
reexamination, challengers claimed several reasons the patent should be invalidated: the plant’s
medicinal properties were not novel because indigenous people had used them for medicinal and
psychotherapeutic uses for many generations; the species’ “distinctive” physical features were
already identified in prior art records of the species; and the plant is found in an uncultivated
state in the Amazon basin, which, makes them unpatentable.375 The patent was rejected in 1999
after opponents appealed to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, but the decision was reversed
in 2001, restoring the patent after reexamination by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.376 The
patent expired in 2003.377 The legacy of this case is that it can be interpreted as the United States
physically condoning biopiracy; the plant met the criteria for patentable subject matter in the
United States despite full disclosure that the plant had been domesticated and found growing in a
garden a foreign country.378 Ultimately, scholars believe the use of the plant was premised both
on spiritual and cultural connection to the environment and a conservation ethic, so appropriation
of the plant simultaneously threatens cultural and biological diversity in the Basin. 379
Another example includes indiscriminate harvesting of the Brazilian Pilocarpus jaborandi
(literally “slobber-mouth plant”) that pushed the plant to the brink of extinction in the 1980’s.380
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The plant’s commercially exploitable properties were first realized through the Tupi community
who had traditionally been using the plant for a variety of ailments due its ability to induce
salivation and perspiration.381 Like the Pacific Yew discussed in Part A, infra, the manufacturing
of the commercially valuable compound was more easily accomplished through plant harvest
rather than synthesize it in a lab.382 The collection was done primarily by indigenous
communities and became a major source of income.383 This resulted in a dependency on labor
that depleted local, culturally significant natural resources, and was a “detriment [to] other
aspects of their local economy and the general welfare and psychological well-being of their
community.”384
July 20, 2012 Brazil fined thirty-five companies for not sharing benefits associated with the
country’s biodiversity after the Genetic Heritage Department filed a formal complaint.385 The
effort was the first time since the Genetic Heritage Department was formed that Brazil has fined
companies for evading benefit-sharing on such a large scale.386 There is no current information
on how the actual fine played out. The companies have a right to appeal and spokespeople from
corporations have been quoted saying the complaints are unfounded, and have submitted their
own evidence of compliance with Brazilian law.387
It is clear that success of efforts under the Genetic Heritage Management Council is yet to
be seen, or like India’s National Biodiversity Act, there is a strong potential that the laws are
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simply not capturing the bad actors and/or undesirable behavior. There is a general failure of the
legislation to: clarify who beneficiaries should be, address the capacity of stakeholders to
negotiate appropriate contracts, and acknowledge issues of confidentiality in addition to a lack of
national and international law enforcement have undermined these regulations.388 Also like
India, the weak patent system in Brazil is seen as a threat to global standards; any laws that
appear to be too nationalistic or protective will be challenged by countries like the United States
at the WTO, so combating biopiracy will not be achieved through amending or creating patent
laws or laws that impact the patent system.
III.

CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

In the introduction, I identified two broad categories of environmental benefits associated
with patent laws: green technological innovation and the inherent monetary value of sustaining
the “world’s vanishing medicine” cabinet. The ecological benefits are strongly undermined, if
not entirely negated, by the intense levels of extraction and cascading impacts of patenting
traditional ecological knowledge. There is a growing recognition of the connections between
intellectual property rights, biodiversity conservation, and basic human rights as seen through
international agreements and discussions, but intellectual property rights are ultimately governed
at the national level and strongly reflect international trade pressures influenced by powerful
nations and their goals.
The United States has little incentive to acknowledge the ecological impacts of their patent
system because the United States is not losing their natural resources from biopiracy at the rate
of other nations; the United States has made it painfully obvious that there is little incentive to
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constrain biopiracy by failing to sign on to the Convention on Biological Diversity. India, on the
other hand, has recently joined the global market, sacrificing their dominant generic drug
manufacturing industry but building up their indigenous agriculture industry and enacting laws to
protect it. The efficacy of the National Biodiversity Act is yet to be seen; with only one case still
pending in the High Court it has either deterred ‘pirates’ from wrongfully acquiring traditional
knowledge or lack adequate policing and enforcement mechanisms to be effective. Brazil, like
India, has implemented a system to protect traditional knowledge, but detecting violations of the
system is very difficult and rare.
Current debates for reform focus on several main areas: banning patents on life, amending
the

international

systems

governing

intellectual

property

and

biodiversity,

or

strengthening/supporting the national systems that have evolved to accommodate the growing
concern of biopiracy. There are several arguments that are advanced in favor of banning patents
on life. Because biological processes are not under the direct control of scientists and require
spontaneous reactions, they should not be regarded as inventions.389 Genes and genomes are
more akin to “discoveries” which are prohibited under patent law.390 Many countries have
banned GMO’s, patents on seeds, or attempted to ban life patents altogether, but patents are
crucial incentive for research and development companies to be able to recoup their investments
and profit.391
The international framework to protect biodiversity and traditional knowledge appears to be
in place; most of the world adheres to the Nagoya Protocol and has committed to equitable
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benefit sharing and access to natural resources. Furthermore, there is a growing interest by
pharmaceutical actors to link their bioprospecting profits to conservation.392 However, the
approach taken by individual countries is highly varied; this is exemplified by Brazil’s approach
of requiring disclosure and consent from all prior users, and India’s approach of requiring
consent from biodiversity authorities who theoretically have local interests in mind. And
although enforcement of international agreements has been criticized, the cases of India and
Brazil show that even if enforcement was stronger internationally, the confusion with physical
implementation at the national level makes international enforcement of patent laws and the
biodiversity agreements irrelevant (even if every country fully complied with their TRIPS and
CBD requirements, here is little evidence that traditional knowledge and biodiversity would be
protected, that indigenous communities would be appropriately compensated for acquired
knowledge, or, that cultural heritage would be preserved through a national patent systems).
Clearly a balance must be struck in order to accommodate the rapid technological
advancements that benefit mankind and acknowledge the disparate impact of world property
laws on lesser developed countries; clearly conservation implications of such property laws are
of little importance when the social consequences are disastrous (i.e. farmer suicides in India and
cultural homogenization of entire groups of ethnically diverse people). Furthermore, any national
laws that appear to be too nationalistic or protectionist are challenged by powerful WTO
countries for violations of international agreements like TRIPS.393 Therefore, the solution may be
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outside the legal forum and in mechanisms like TKDL. Efforts to document traditional
knowledge and share with patent examiners may be a significant part of the solution, as seen in
India. But physically recording information has barriers: cultural, physical, and social, that may
be inappropriate for a vast majority of communities.394 Furthermore, communities that publish
their knowledge in a library will lose the ability to profit from such knowledge. While TKDLtype protection would limit biopiracy, that is only one aspect of the ecological destruction
associated with patent law, albeit the most significant.
One area of potential reform that may curtail some aspects of biopiracy without taking away
the ability for traditional communities to benefit from their own knowledge would be to consider
a wider variety of prior art during patent examination processes. TRIPS could require all WTO
parties to consider oral traditional knowledge (and other forms) as opposed to technical, written,
and publicly documented evidence of previously known inventions. However, publication of
some sort would likely still be required for practical purposes, and therefore the same concerns
associated with the TKDL would still be applicable. Ultimately, the potential for reform in order
to acknowledge traditional knowledge and benefit sharing is highly unlikely. The U.S. model of
patent law is ingrained in most developed countries, and there is no catalyst to change these laws.
More research demonstrating the connection between biodiversity and intellectual property could
help illustrate the imperative to adapt laws, and enable lawmakers to find a creative solution to
the biodiversity crisis through the intellectual property system.
What this paper illustrates is that the concerns of property rights, social justice, and
conservation of biodiversity are interrelated. This idea is not new, but the research discerning
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ecological impacts of international intellectual property law is scarce despite international
agreements calling for national laws to protect biodiversity through intellectual property laws.
National laws and policy cannot successfully accommodate these agreements until there is more
evidence of what mechanisms work, and what mechanisms do not work.
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